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Crystallization in Patterns: A Bio-Inspired
Approach**

Nature produces a wide variety of exquisite, highly functional mineralized tissues using
simple inorganic salts. Biomineralization occurs within specific microenvironments,
and is finely tuned by cells and specialized biomacromolecules. This article surveys bioinspired approaches to artificial crystallization based on the above concept: that is, the
use of organized organic surfaces patterned with specific initiation domains on a submicrometer scale to control patterned crystal growth. Specially tailored self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) of x-terminated alkanethiols were micropatterned on metal films
using soft lithography and applied as organic templates for the nucleation of calcium
carbonate. Crystallization results in the formation of large-area, high-resolution inorganic replicas of the underlying
organic patterns. SAMs provide sites for ordered nucleation, and make it possible to control various aspects of the
crystallization process, including the precise localization of particles, nucleation density, crystal sizes, crystallographic
orientation, morphology, polymorph, stability, and architecture. The ability to construct periodic arrays of uniform
oriented single crystals, large single crystals with controlled microporosity, or films presenting patterns of crystals
offers a potent methodology to materials engineering.

1. Technological Challenge and Biological
Inspiration
The ability to control crystallization is a critical requirement
in the synthesis of many technologically important materials.[1±5] Crystalline inorganic structures with micrometer-scale
regularity have applications in microelectronics, optics, information storage, biomedical implants, catalysis, and separation
technologies.[6±9] Such patterned crystalline materials are currently manufactured in a top±down fashionÐa multi-step process involving the growth of a bulk single crystal, its cutting
and polishing in preferred crystallographic orientations, followed by patterning procedures that include the ªwritingº of
desired patterns on the surface using lithographic techniques
and their engraving into the crystal using various etching procedures.[10,11]
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Of the many challenges facing materials science, the development of an alternative, bottom±up crystallization route,
which would enable the direct, patterned growth of crystals
with controlled physico-chemical properties, became an attractive, strategic goal. The fundamental principles of the
bottom±up approach can be borrowed from nature.[12±17] Biological systems provide numerous examples of micro- and
nano-patterned inorganic materials that directly develop into
their intricate architectures.[18±22] Their formation in biological
environments is highly regulated. Different organisms, irrespective of their systematic position, exercise a level of molecular control over physico-chemical properties of minerals that
is unparalleled in today's technology. The best known yet
most intriguing and fascinating natural biomineral is calcium
carbonate.[18,21,23±25] Organisms control polymorph, location of
nucleation, particle sizes, shapes, crystallographic orientation,
composition, stability, and hierarchical assembly of this simple
inorganic salt. The resulting biomaterials have elaborate,
three-dimensional (3D) designs with exceptional microstructural, optical, and mechanical properties (Fig. 1).[18,22,24] From
the viewpoint of materials science striving toward the development of new crystallization strategies, biological synthesis
of patterned calcium carbonate structures represents an
inspirational system.
Generally, the formation of biominerals is finely tuned at
the molecular level by organized assemblies of specialized,
organic molecules.[18±20,25±27] We can identify a number of bio-
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mineralization principles that can be potentially applied in
materials synthesis. i) Crystal nucleation is templated by
membranes in the form of vesicles, syncitia, and cells, which
are ªprimedº with specialized acidic proteins (for calcium carbonate, these are usually highly acidic sulfonated and phosphorylated proteins rich in aspartic and glutamic acids, serine

and threonine).[18,19,25±27] This interfacial molecular recognition process controls the crystallographic orientation and
polymorph of the nascent biomineral.[15,28] ii) Crystal sizes,
morphology, and texture are further tailored by means of
ionic and soluble organic growth modifiers from solution.[28,29]
iii) Another important feature of biological crystallization is

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrographs of biogenic calcium carbonate structures: a) Dorsal arm plate of the brittle star Ophiocoma wendti with the external array of microlenses. The entire elaborate structure is a single calcite crystal. The lenses are oriented in the optic axis direction of the constituent
birefringent calcite. Inset: Epitaxial overgrowth of synthetic calcite crystals on a brittlestar stereom. Note that the nucleation of the newly formed calcite
crystals is not homogeneous and occurs at specific, locally activated nucleation sites on the surface. b) Fragment of a mollusk shell structure showing
the interface between outer prismatic (top) and inner nacreous (bottom) layer composed of arrays of single crystals of aragonite. c) Wall structure of
calcareous sponge Sycon sp. The triradiate spicules are single crystals of calcite arranged in a regular oriented array. The orientations of their crystallographic axes bear a fixed, genetically controlled relationship to the spicule morphology. Inset: In vivo fluorescent labeling experiments show flux of ions
and macromolecules to the local sites of active growth (indicated by arrows). d) Fragment of a coccolith skeleton composed of a highly periodic array
of oriented, uniform nanocrystals of calcite.
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almost perfectly orchestrated control over the micro- and
nano-environment of crystal nucleation and growth: biocrystals nucleate at well-defined, spatially delineated, organically
modified intracellular sites and grow inside organic frameworks that confine mineral deposition within predetermined
spatial patterns.[18,28,30±32] iv) Crystallization of complex structures often occurs through the transformation of a transient
amorphous phase.[31±33]
Experimental approaches to controlled crystallization that
were developed on the basis of the first biomineralization
principle include the use of simplified molecular assembliesÐ
Langmuir monolayers,[34±37] self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs),[38±40] biological macromolecules,[12,15] synthetic polymers,[41,42] and surfactant aggregates[43,44]Ðas nucleation templates. These methods offered a certain level of control over
crystal orientation and polymorph specificity, and showed the
great potential of using supramolecular templates to regulate
crystallization.
Other studies explored the second principleÐsolution
deposition with growth modifiers, such as ions, proteins, and
synthetic polymers. Calcium carbonate precipitation in the
presence of various additives in solution was shown to induce
the selective formation of different CaCO3 polymorphs (calcite, aragonite, or vaterite), as well as the stabilization of an
otherwise unstable amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC)
phase.[15,21,25,45] Various additives that specifically interacted
with the growing crystals were also active in controlling their
morphologies and shapes.[21,26,46±48] Most of these studies, however, addressed only one ªcrystallization problemº at a time
(e.g., oriented nucleation, polymorph specificity, or shapes of
the growing crystals), and did not focus on patterned crystallization.
Recently we have developed new crystallization strategies
that attempted to combine all four biomineralization principles.[49±51] The common feature of these strategies is the use of
functionalized SAMs micropatterned by various soft-lithography techniques,[52,53] as spatially constrained, chemically modified microenvironments for crystallization. The power of this
approach is its ability to simultaneously provide structural
and molecular control of the pattern of nucleation sites on the
organic template and to manipulate near-surface gradients of
concentrations of the crystallizing solution at the micrometer
scale. In this article, I will focus on the application of these
techniques to the fabrication of arbitrary patterns of calcium
carbonate crystals, and on a high level of control over multiple
parameters of crystal nucleation and growth that this
approach offers.

2. Fabrication of Regular Arrays of Uniform,
Oriented Crystals
Growing an array of crystals in a predetermined pattern has
proven to be a challenging feat in materials science. In contrast to the technological world, convoluted crystalline architectures composed of regularly distributed microscopic crys-
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tals are typical in biological systems, with remarkable calcitic
tissues being particularly prominent (Fig. 1).[18] The patterned
formation of these structures is believed to be controlled
locally by specialized macromolecules, which implies the stimulation of crystallization at certain sites and relative inhibition
of the process at all other sites. The localized nucleating activity of biological molecules was demonstrated in a series of
overgrowth experiments[30] (Fig. 1a, inset) and in vivo fluorescent labeling experiments[28] (Fig. 1c, inset) that mapped the
regions of active nucleation and growth.
Experimental procedures outlined below originated from
the above concept of using specific organic macromolecules
to build the microenvironment for the localized nucleation of
crystals. We chose SAMs of x-terminated alkanethiols as crystallization templates for a number of reasons: i) alkanethiols
self-assemble on metal substrates into highly ordered, crystalline monolayers with various structural parameters;[54±56]
ii) the chemistry of the interface can be modified by using
x-functionalized alkanethiols; iii) the monolayers can be easily patterned on a submicrometer scale using various lithographic techniques. SAMs present, therefore, an attractive
candidate for an organized organic surface capable of inducing the patterned crystallization.
We formed micropatterned SAMs with a controlled distribution of active nucleation sites, using two lithographic procedures: microcontact printing (lCP) and topographically assisted assembly. In the former approach, the SAM surface was
prepared by printing a pattern of one thiol on a metal substrate using an elastomeric stamp, and filling in the bare space
by another thiol (Fig. 2a).[52,53] An array of active nucleating
islands or an interconnected nucleating mesh was thus generated.[50,57] In the second experimental procedure, patterned
substrates were fabricated by evaporating one metal onto the
surface of a second through a stencil mask or a patterned
photoresist, and washing the surface with a single thiol
(Fig. 2b).[49] Active nucleating sites are then formed at highly
localized regions of disorder in SAMs at the edges between
different metals.[49,58] The substrates were supported upsidedown in a crystallization solution. We will focus on the formation of CaCO3[26,30] on thus-fabricated organic substrates,
although the experimental conditions and the mechanism discussed are applicable to the patterned precipitation of a wide
range of inorganic and organic materials.[59±61] The terminal
groups of the SAMs were chosen to correspond to the functional groups that play an important role in the biological
deposition of CaCO3 (A, B = ±CO2±, ±OH, ±SO3±, ±PO3H±,
±CH3, ±N(CH3)3+).[18,25,27] The ability to form microregions of
SAMs with equivalent surface area, shape, distribution, and
functionality made it possible to generate similar nucleation
conditions that resulted in virtually simultaneous nucleation
in different locations. The templated crystals were, therefore,
of uniform size and nucleation density over large patterned
areas. The produced patterned calcitic films followed the
underlying organic patterns with high fidelity.[49,50,54,55]
In previous studies, we showed that the localized crystallization on patterned SAMs could be explained in terms of diffu-
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental steps for the fabrication of micropatterned substrates used in the crystal growth experiments:
a) microcontact printing; b) topographically assisted self-assembly; and c) mechanism of localized crystal growth.

sion-limited, island-specific nucleation.[50,58,62] When the organic substrate is patterned with regions of different nucleating activity, nucleation begins at rapidly nucleating sites and
induces the ion flux into these regions, which depletes the solution over slowly nucleating regions. In the zone ld where the
effective concentration of the solution is below saturation
(csat), nucleation does not occur. Therefore, if we keep the distance between rapidly nucleating regions below 2ld, crystallization is entirely restricted to the rapidly nucleating regions
(Fig. 2c).
The modification of various parameters of the experimental
setupÐthe functional groups and the length of the SAM(s),
the supporting metal/metals combination, the concentration
and composition of the crystallizing solution, the density and
sizes of the features in the stampÐmakes it possible to exert
high level of control over many of the crucial aspects of nucleation and crystal growth. In addition to precise localization of
nucleation, we can regulate the density of the active nucleating regions on the surface (N, [mm±2]), the number of crystals
1298
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that nucleate within each region (n), crystal polymorph, morphology, and crystallographic orientation.
High-resolution patterns of uniform, oriented calcium carbonate crystals were generally fabricated using the following algorithm. a) We choose a specific SAM/metal combination that
induces the formation of a desired polymorph[63] and its oriented nucleation.[64±66] b) In lCP experiments, for a given N, we
determine the corresponding distance between the features in
the stamp, p (Fig. 2a, top): p = N±0.5. c) By varying the concentration of the crystallizing solution, we define the range of concentrations (cbulk < ccrit), for which ld > p/2. d) In lCP experiments, the number of crystals, n, within each active nucleation
region appeared to depend linearly upon its area.[50,57] The latter relationship makes it possible to determine the optimum
size, d, of the raised features in the stamp (Fig. 2a, top) for any
chosen n. e) Crystal morphology is then modulated by the addition of specific growth modifiers to the crystallizing solution.[67]
A variety of thus fabricated patterned calcium carbonate
films is shown in Figure 3. When c < ccrit, the crystals can be
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grown in dense islands (Fig. 3a) or in ordered two-dimensional arrays of isolated single crystals of uniform size, orientation, and morphology (Figs. 3b,c). We can reverse the crystallization pattern and fabricate interconnected mineral films
(Fig. 3d,e). Calcitic outlines the underlying disordered interfaces formed on SAMs supported on mixed metal substrates
(Fig. 3f). Using c > ccrit, we fabricated complex patterned films
comprising the combination of two CaCO3 polymorphs
(Fig. 3g) or crystals of the same polymorph grown in different
crystallographic orientations (Fig. 3h).

3. Bottom±Up Synthesis of Large Micropatterned
Single Crystals
Fabrication of crystallographically oriented single crystals
with regular micrometer- and nanometer-sized features presents another materials challenge. These crystals are broadly
used in technology as components of various electronic, optical, and sensory devices. Learning from nature and introducing biological crystal growth techniques could potentially
improve the complex technological processing routes currently used for patterning single crystals. An inspirational biological system is single crystals of calcite formed by echino-

derms.[18] Figure 1a shows a brittlestar arm plate: the entire
element with its micrometer feature sizes is a unique, intricately shaped, single-crystalline, 3D meshwork (so-called
stereom) bearing an array of highly efficient microlenses with
controlled orientation of the optical axis of the constituent
calcite.[24] This structure represents a fascinating example of a
multifunctional biomaterial that effectively fulfils mechanical
and optical functions. The mechanism of the formation of
such structures is still a mystery. It has been shown, however,
that in certain biological systems, crystallization takes place
through the transformation of a transient metastable ACC
phase triggered by regiospecific, oriented nucleation.[31±33]
Figure 4 depicts such an amorphous-to-crystalline transition
in a sea urchin larval spicule.
For the purposes of bio-inspired crystal engineering, we
identified two major elements of the sea urchin larval spicule
formation and used them in our synthetic effort: i) Amorphous calcium carbonate stabilized by specialized macromolecules is deposited in a preformed space and adopts its shape.
ii) Oriented nucleation then occurs at a well-defined, chemically modified intracellular site and the crystallization front
propagates through the amorphous phase, resulting in the formation of a single crystal with controlled orientation and predetermined microstructure.[31] We have shown that biogenic
ACC is stabilized by means of specialized macromolecules
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Figure 3. Examples of micropatterned, oriented CaCO3 films formed on the SAM templates. The substrates in (a±e) and (g) were fabricated by lCP
(see Fig. 2a); the substrates in (f,h) were fabricated using topographically assisted assembly (see Fig. 2b): a) Square array of polycrystalline calcitic
islands formed on SAMs of HS(CH2)15CO2H supported on Au. CH3-terminated thiol was used as the background. Crystals grew selectively from the
(015) nucleating plane. N = 10 000; n ~ 12. b) Square array of discrete single crystals of calcite formed on SAMs of HS(CH2)22OH supported on Au.
CH3-terminated thiol was used as the background. Crystals grew selectively from the (104) nucleating plane. N = 100; n = 1. c) Array of needle-like crystals of modified morphology was formed in the presence of Mg ion in solution [67]. The substrate consisted of SAMs of CO2H- and CH3-terminated
thiol supported on Ag. Crystals grew selectively from the (012) nucleating plane. N = 1000; n = 1. d) Interconnected, patterned ACC film (left) formed
on a disordered SAM that consisted of a mixture of thiol molecules of different lengths terminated in phosphate, hydroxyl, and methyl groups. The film
transformed into a patterned crystalline calcitic layer (right). e) Micropatterned, polycrystalline calcitic film with ªsnowflakeº holes. The edge resolution
is < 50 nm. f) Calcite growth on a SAM of HS(CH2)15CO2H supported on a mixed Au/Ag substrate fabricated using TEM grid as a mask. Crystals selectively grew at the disordered regions in the SAM formed at the interfaces between the two metals. g) Patterned deposition of two CaCO3 polymorphs,
calcite and vaterite, from a highly saturated CaCl2 solution. The substrate consisted of islands of SO3H-terminated SAMs in N(CH3)3+-terminated background supported on Au. Calcite crystals selectively grew on SO3H-terminated SAMs, while vaterite decorated the N(CH3)3+-terminated areas. h) Calcite growth in two different crystallographic orientations on a SAM of HS(CH2)15CO2H supported on a mixed Au/Ag substrate fabricated using TEM
grid as a mask. Highly saturated CaCl2 solution was used. On the Au islands, crystals nucleated selectively from the (015) plane; on the Ag background
crystals nucleated selectively from the (012) plane. Scale bars in (a,c,d,g) are 10 lm; in (b,e±h) they are 100 lm.
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Figure 4. Sea urchin Paracentrotus lividus larval spicule (25 h embryo).
Triradiate spicule is first deposited in the ACC form within a membranedelineated compartment, inside a syncitium formed by specialized mesodermal cells. Within 20 h, an oriented calcite with the crystallographic
a-axes parallel to the three radii nucleates in the center of a spicule (see
the rhombohedral-shaped crystal indicated by an arrow). The subsequent
amorphous-to-crystalline transition results in the formation of a single
crystal of calcite that has the predetermined triradiate shape and constant crystallographic orientation [31,32].

rich in hydroxyamino acids, glycine, glutamate, phosphate,
and polysaccharides.[25] These macromolecules extracted from
the biological ACC tissue and introduced as an additive into
saturated calcium carbonate solution induced the formation
of stabilized ACC in vitro. The stabilization of ACC can also
be achieved using surface-mediated processes. Our results
show that significantly disordered organic substrates bearing
phosphate and hydroxyl groups, suppress the nucleation of
calcite, and induce the formation of a metastable ACC layer
from highly saturated solutions.[51] The deposited ACC layer
is stabilized for 1±2 h and then transforms into a polycrystalline film (Fig. 3d).
Experimental procedures that were designed on the basis of
the above biomineralization principles are shown in Figure 5.[51] The micropatterned 3D substrate was primed with a
disordered phosphate-, methyl-, and hydroxy-terminated
monolayer that induces the formation of amorphous CaCO3.
One nanoregion of a SAM of HS(CH2)nA (A= OH, CO2H,
SO3H) serving as calcite nucleation site was integrated into
each template (Fig. 5a). When placed in a supersaturated solution of calcium carbonate, these organically modified templates induced the deposition of the ACC mesh in the interstices of the framework (Fig. 5b). Oriented nucleation of
calcite then occurred at the SAM nanoregion, followed by the
propagation of the crystallization front through the ACC film.
The resulting crystal preserves the shape of the ªperforatedº
ACC film, and its orientation is determinded by the SAM
nucleation site. This new bio-inspired crystal engineering
strategy made it possible to directly fabricate millimeter-sized
single crystals with a predetermined sub-10 lm pattern and
crystallographic orientation (Fig. 6).
Control crystallization experiments aimed at elucidating the
mechanism of the amorphous-to-crystalline transition were
performed using 3D templates engineered with or without nucleation sites, with varied feature sizes and using impurities in
the solution. These experiments suggested that organically
modified 3D templates with the feature sizes smaller then
10 lm, in addition to stabilizing the ACC and to controlling
1300
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Figure 5. Schematic of the new approach that leads to the formation of
ªmicroperforatedº single crystals: a) structural and chemical features of
the engineered 3D templates; b) deposition of the ACC mesh from the
CaCO3 solution, followed by the oriented nucleation at the imprinted
nucleation site and the amorphous-to-crystalline transition of the ACC
film.

the oriented crystal nucleation and the micropattern of the
single crystal, also act as stress release sites and discharge
sumps for excess water and impurities during crystallization.
The use of the concept of the amorphous-to-crystalline
transition within functionalized micropatterned templates
may have important generic implications in materials science.
The possible applications of the engineered 3D frameworks
may include the direct growth of defect-free micropatterned
crystals, the relaxation of stresses encountered during amorphous-to-crystalline transitions in existing materials, controlled solvent release during polycondensation reactions,
etc.[10,11,68]
Interestingly, the achievable size range of the mesh in
synthetic calcite crystals is comparable with the stereom sizes
in their biologically formed counterparts. This observation
suggests that the described mechanisms of the amorphous-tocrystalline transition may also have direct biological relevance. It is conceivable that a 3D array of self-assembling
biological macromolecules and/or cells serving as structural
templates will provide sites for stress relaxation and impurity
discharge during amorphous-to-crystalline transition, thus
giving rise to the formation of a large microporous single crystal.
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source of inspiration and concepts for the rational design of
artificial crystalline materials. It is believed that biological
principles, if understood correctly and creatively applied in
technology, could well revolutionize our ability to control
crystallization. Such bottom±up fabrication of inorganic solids
with micrometer-scale regularity and exquisite ornamentation
could offer the exciting prospect of applications in the synthesis of new materials with optimized mechanical, optical, electric, and catalytic performance. The information acquired in
biomimetic experiments may also shed light on basic biomineralization mechanisms.
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Figure 6. Micropatterned synthetic calcite crystal formed within chemically modified 3D templates using the ªamorphous-to-crystalline transitionº approach: a) polarized light micrograph, showing the perforated
single crystal of calcite with the feature sizes of ~ 10 lm and the polycrystalline background. b) Magnified scanning electron micrograph of the
crystal, showing its regular microstructure. Inset: a large-area transmission electron diffraction pattern, confirming that the section is a single
crystal of calcite oriented along the optic axis.

4. Concluding Remarks
Ordered crystalline films are critical materials for various
technological and biomedical applications. The development
of new methods of the pattern generation on a sub-micrometer scale is, therefore, a challenging problem in crystal engineering. In this article, I have shown that high level of control
over inorganic crystallization could be achieved using supramolecular crystallization templates, which are composed of
SAMs micropatterned by soft-lithography techniques. The
power of the presented bio-inspired approaches to artificial
crystallization is based on the ability to govern mass transport
to different regions of the surface at a micrometer scale and
to tune the molecular structure and microenvironment of the
nucleation site by patterning x-terminated SAMs into regions
with different nucleating activity. Using crystallization of calcite as an example, it has been demonstrated that SAMs control various aspects of the crystallization process and provide
means to fabricate arbitrarily patterned crystalline structures
(regular arrays of uniform oriented crystals, oriented polycrystalline films and large, microporous single crystals).
Natural crystalline materials with their sophisticated architectures and micrometer-scale regularity provide an unlimited
Adv. Mater. 2004, 16, No. 15, August 4
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